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Schedules are a basic tool in the treatment of project networks and sequencing problems. For 
many questions, however, it is not the schedule itself but a partial order (poset) naturally induced 
on the set of activities that is really relied on. In fact, this correspondence of the usually uncount- 
ably many schedules to a finite system of posets was a key to many recent results in this field and 
constitutes the discrete character of the described problems, all the more so as additional proper- 
ties of the respective schedules can very often be reflected in related properties of these induced 
posets. 
The present paper gives insights into the class of those posets that can be induced by schedules. 
An immediate observation is that schedule-induced posers are just the interval orders. More in- 
volved characterizations are concerned with the possible 'local optimality' of such structures. One 
such property is the existence of activity durations that will result in a project duration of the con- 
sidered poser that is shorter (simultaneously) than the duration of all its extensions. A similar, 
related characterization for general regular cost functions (in particular tardiness cost) is also in- 
cluded, as are insights into 'best' activity durations with the mentioned properties. 
The paper closes with some remarks and numerical data on the considered class of posers as 
a whole. 
Keywords. Critical path analysis, fibonacci numbers, interval orders, regular measures of perfor- 
mance, scheduling problems, tardiness cost. 
Introduction 
A basic instrument of (non-preemptive) project planning, employed for instance 
in the CPM and MPM methods [3], [18], is a schedule, i.e. a vector of starting times 
for all activities. In connection with given activity durations, a schedule totally 
determines the associated realization of the project, i.e. it gives for all activities the 
exact time interval during which the activity is executed. Of course, 'reasonable' 
schedules will in general have to be compatible with different kinds of requirements, 
such as the succession of certain pairs of activities, various types of minimal or max- 
imal time lags between arbitrary starting or completion times of activities and, par- 
ticularly hard to deal with, different kinds of resource constraints (feasibility condi- 
tions). 
In general, if there is any (feasible) schedule for a problem, there will be uncount- 
ably many, most of which will differ only marginally, however. To by-pass this un- 
comfortable situation, it is useful to concentrate on the posets (project structures) 
that are naturally associated with the schedules, by taking a pair (a, fl) of activities 
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to belong to the induced (strict) partial ordering iff 'a ends before fl starts', i.e. by 
concentrating on the interval orders induced by the execution time intervals of the 
activities. It has been found that most of the requirements for schedules, e.g. those 
mentioned above, can be fairly easily reflected onto (extensions of) the induced 
posets (e.g. [12], [17], [20], [22]) and, furthermore, that in the converse direction, 
each such (feasible) poset naturally induces a (feasible) schedule of the earliest-start 
(ES)type, which does not exceed the original one with regard to the completion time 
of all activities, thus being preferable with regard to any regular cost function 
[2], [17], [23], e.g. project duration. The original problem can thus be reduced to a 
discrete set of schedules, viz. the ES schedules associated with certain (feasible) 
posets or, even stronger, with certain (feasible) interval orders [8], [12], [17], [20], 
I221. 
The present paper, now, sets out to analyse the specific aspects that separate 
schedule-induced posets from other posets, judged from a scheduling point of view. 
Immediate is in Section 1 the identification as interval orders, and consequently (us- 
ing known results on interval orders [4], [5], [6]) also the characterization via the 
4-element forbidden subposet consisting of 2 independent, 2-element chains. We 
will actually give another proof for this characterization in Theorem 10 when prov- 
ing a stronger esult, viz. a construction method for the least schedule and activity 
durations (w.r.t. the componentwise ordering and a restriction to the use of natural 
numbers only) that induce a specific interval order (Corollary 8). Harder to obtain 
are then in Section 2 two other, quite unrelated characterizations, that deal with cer- 
tain local optimality properties relatively to certain dual ideals in the set of all posets 
over some base set (cf. the introduction at the end of Section 1). The first equiva- 
lence concerns the existence of a duration vector x~, for which the project duration 
of a given poset O is strictly less than the duration of all posets ~9' properly contain- 
ing 0,  i.e. for which O is the only optimal structure in the set of extensions of O. 
The second concerns the existence of a duration vector x~* and a regular cost func- 
tion x, such that the cost associated with a given poset ~9 is properly less than the 
cost of all posets 8 '  either properly containing O or containing a strict relation 
(a, fl), with (,8, a) belonging to O, i.e. for which O now is the only optimal structure 
within an even much larger dual ideal of posets on the given base set than the dual 
ideal of extensions of ~9 only. When proving these results, we even give least 
(minimal) duration vectors x&x~* for these objectives where at all possible (again 
with regard to componentwise ordering and with the restriction to natural numbers 
(Corollary 11)). It turns out, moreover, that the second of these cases may require 
exponentially greater durations than the first for increasing numbers of activities 
(Proposition 12). 
Section 3, finally, is devoted to some remarks on the obviously 'rare' occurence 
of posets that can be induced by schedules. As a supplement, here are also given 
the exact numbers of all nonisomorphic (prime) posets [9], [11], [16] with at most 8 
elements. In particular, all nonisomorphic prime posets with at most 6 elements are 
explicitly represented by arrow diagrams, with an indication as to whether or not 
they can be induced via schedules. 
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1. Notation and results used 
Henceforth, let A = {a 1 . . . . .  a n } denote an n-element set of activities for a con- 
sidered project and let x=(x I..... xn) with xeIR~ denote the respective activity 
durations, i.e. let x(t~i) :=x i>0 be the duration of activity aieA.  A vector Te  ~>, 
with T(a i )>0 denoting the starting time of aieA,  is called a schedule. A pair (T,x) 
then completely characterizes the associated project realization in the non-pre- 
emptive case (as activities are in this case assumed to be performed uninterruptedly), 
where T(a)+x(a)  for a eA then gives the completion time of activity a. 
A partially ordered set (henceforth abbreviated to poset) is a pair O= (,4, O), 
where O is a partial order (precedence r lation) on A, i.e. O is reflexive [a, a )e  O 
for all a e A], antisymmetric [(a, fl) e O = (13, a) ff O for all a, 13 e A with a ~13] and 
transitive [(a, fl) e O and (13, y) e O = (a,)~) e O]. Associated with each ordering rela- 
tion O is the strict ordering relation sO := O\  {(a, a) lcteA }. Further concepts re- 
quired are the subposet OIB:=(B, ON(BxB))  for any subset Bc_A, the system 
K(O) of chains in O [i.e. KcA belongs to K(O) iff, for all a, 13eK, (ct, f l )eO or 
(j3, a) e O], independent subsets of A [i.e. U c_ A is independent iff, for all a, 13 e U, 
(a,13)~sO and (13,a)~isO], the set 1/o(a) := {13eA l(13,ct) esO} of predecessors of 
a together with the (dual) set No(a) := {f leA I(a, 13) esO} of successors of a and, 
finally, the concepts of minimal (i.e. I/o(13)=0) or maximal (i.e. No(13)=0) 
elements fl of given posets. 
Definition. Let a set A of activities, a duration vector xe /~ and a schedule T be 
given. Define Or, x by (a, fl)esOT, x :o T(a)+x(a)<T(fl), where a, 13eA with 
ct¢13 are arbitrary. Then Or, x:= (A, Or, x) is a poset. OT, x is said to be induced by 
(T,x). 
By construction, Or, x is just the interval order induced by the set { [T(x), T(t0 + 
x(a))la e A } of time intervals. Note that, in order to guarantee OT, x tO be a poset, 
the condition of x (a )>0 for aeA is crucial. But this condition implies no real 
restriction from a scheduling point of view, as the consideration of dummies can, 
as is well known, be avoided by subsequent use of a poset-oriented approach. For 
instance, in dealing with the required precedence r lations between activities, as is 
typical for methods like CPM or MPM, we will regard these relations as a poset 
O = (A, O). The respective additional requirements for (feasible) schedules for this 
case mean that T must be compatile with O, i.e. be a schedule for the project net- 
work (A, O, x), i.e. fulfil T(c0 + x(a) <_ T(fl) for all (a, fl) e sO (compare [8], [171, 
[20]). As mentioned in the Introduction, this is reflected in a (feasibility) condition 
in the induced poset, this time by O c_ Or, x, where T is then in particular always 
compatible with (Or, x,X). 
Now, given a (feasible) poset O and an arbitrary duration vector x, there is an 
associated, special (feasible) schedule ESo [x], called the earliest start [18], which is 
defined recursively as follows: 
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~ ), a minimal in O, 
ESo[x](a):= max [ESe[x](fl)+x(fl)], otherwise. 
~_(p,a)esO 
This special schedule, which can be computed by a standard i/(n 2) routine [10], 
can be characterized as being the <_-least schedule (with regard to componentwise 
ordering) compatible with O. It has some useful properties, immediately obtainable 
from the definition: it is, for all a cA,  a convex, uniformly continuous, sublinear, 
isotonic and positive homogeneous function of x ~ R~. It is further, for any fixed 
x ~ •n, isotonic in transition to any O' containing O. 
To measure the outcome of alternative project realizations, a large number of dif- 
ferent concepts are employed in literature. While in Network Theory, attention is 
focussed mainly on project duration (e.g. [3], [ 18]), in Job Scheduling there is a great 
variety involved (e.g. [2], [23]). The concept integrating all these approaches i that 
of regular cost functions [2], [23], i.e. isotonic functions x: ~ ~ R> 1(with regard to 
the componentwise ordering of ~) .  Given completion times t i, for all activities 
otiEA, K(t! . . . . .  tn) then denotes the associated costs, where the validity of [ti<_t j 
for all ctjeA = x(t I . . . . .  tn)<X(t ~ . . . . .  t£)] is all that is required. Now, given an ar- 
bitrary regular cost function x and a pair (T,x), the associated cost x(T,x) := 
x(T(a j )+x(a l )  . . . . .  T(an)+X(an) ) is defined. Similarly, for any project network 
(O,x) the associated performance cost is given by 
x(O;x) := x((ESo [xl(a) +x(a))aeA), 
characterized asthe least cost for any project realization compatible with 0 (because 
of the properties of the schedule ESo, mentioned above). Obviously, K(O;x) is an 
isotonic function with regard to x~ N~ and for any fixed xe  [R~ isotonic in transi- 
tion to any O' containing O. For the discussions of the present paper, two basic 
types of regular cost functions are then of special interest: 
- "Simple" tardiness cost 
We will denote J¢ as being of the "simple" tardiness type if [x(tl . . . . .  G)=0 ¢~ 
ti<~ d i for all i = 1 . . . . .  n] where the d i E [RI> denote fixed due dates, established indivi- 
dually for each activity, i.e. intended as upper bound for the completion of the acti- 
vity. As will become obvious in Theorem 10 and Corollary 11, this special type 
allows (in the present context) already for adequate 'simulation' of the behaviour 
of the whole class of regular cost functions. This has turned out similarly for certain 
stochastic generalizations, cf. [21]. 
- Project duration 
This is the case x = max and is the classical measure of performance in Network 
Theory, given the fact that max{ T(a)+x(a) [a  ~ A} is the project duration asso- 
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ciated with a pair (T, x) and max{ES o [x](a) + x(a) [ a e A } the shortest project 
duration associated with a project network (6),x). It is well known (e.g. [9], [18]) that 
the latter has an equivalent description (often denoted as the critical length) by 
means of Ao(x):=max{F, aeKx(a)lK~K(O)}. The project duration function 
Ao(x): ~- ,  R> 1is then also convex, uniformly continuous, sublinear, isotonic and 
positive homogeneous, and Ao(x)<_Ao,(X ) on ~ if 6)' contains 6). Two further 
concepts are finally needed in this context: a chain (path) K • K(6)) is called critical 
iff ~ ~ e K X(a) = A o (x); similarly, an activity a ~ A is called critical iff it is contain- 
ed in a critical chain. 
We now have the full framework needed to state the three questions that are the 
main focus of this paper; they are all concerned with typical problems encountered 
in the theoretical analysis of project networks and scheduling tasks. [Note that Pro- 
blems (2) and (3) focus on the possibility of unique (local) optimality relative to cer- 
tain dual ideals in the set of posets over a fixed base set]. 
Problems. (1) What posets 6) have a representation 6)= Or, x? 
(2) For what posets O does there exist some duration vector x c ~ such that 
Ao(x) < min{Ae,(x)[OC 0'}? 
(3) For what posets O does there exist some regular cost function K and some 
duration vector x~R> such that x(6);x)<min{x(O';x)[OCO' or there exists 
(a, fl)~sO' with (fl, a)~sO}? 
As will be seen in Theorem 10, these three problems are closely related; in fact 
all lead to the same class of posets. Also, insights into 'best' choices of the occuring 
duration vectors x~ fl~> will be obtained. 
2. Induced posers 
Definition. Let O = (A, O) be a (finite) poset. 6) is called schedule-induced, iff there 
is a schedule T and a duration vector x such that 6) = 6)T,x. 
The following discussion gives insights into 'canonical' representations of 
schedule-induced posets from a scheduling point of view. 
Note first, that the validity of 6)= 6)T,x implies that T is a schedule for the pro- 
ject network (6), x). One may therefore restrict oneself to such schedules only, hence 
guaranteeing 0 _ Or, x in advance for any choice of x. With view to componentwise 
minimal (or even least) schedules, one may then even be led to anticipate a possible 
restriction to schedules of the type ESo [x], thus making x the only free parameter. 
In fact, such restriction is proved reasonable by the following proposition (where 
Ox := (14, Ox) = 6)ESo[~l,x). 
Proposition 1. Let 6)= 6)T,x. Define y recursively by 
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f T(a) + x(a), a minimal in O, 
y(a) := LT(a)  + x(a) - max [T(fl) + x(fl)], otherwise. 
(~, a) • sO 
Then for all a E A:  
(i) ESo[y](a)_< T(a); (ii) ESo[y](a)+y(a) =T(a)+x(a); 
(iii) x(a)_<y(a) ;  (iv) 0 = Oy. 
Proof .  (i) and (ii) are done together, using induction with regard to @, at the same 
time leading to (iii). 
For a minimal in O, the statement is obvious. 
Now assume the statement to be correct for all predecessors fl of a certain activity 
aeA.  As mentioned above, T is a schedule for O, i.e. 
T(a)>_ max [T(fl)+ x(fl)]. 
(g, a) • sO 
Applying the inductive hypothesis with regard to (ii), 
max [T(fl)+ x(fl)] = max [ESo[Y](fl)+ y(fl)]=ESo[Y](a)<- T(a) 
(fl, a) • sO (p, a) • sO 
is thus obtained, i.e. (i) is true for a. But (ii) is then a mere consequence of the 
definition of y(a), concluding this part of the proof. 
With regard to (iv), the validity of O c_ Oy is true in general, as mentioned above. 
Now let (fl, a) ~ sOy be arbitrary. We then have ES o [y](fl) + y(fl) <_ ESo [y](a), im- 
plying T(fl) +x(fl) <_ T(a) because of (i), (ii), i.e. the validity of (fl, a) esOr, x=sO, 
concluding the argument. [] 
Proposit ion 2. Let 0 = (A, O) be a poset, x be a duration vector and T be a schedule 
for  (O,x). Let ~ be a maximal element in 0 and put A'=A\{ f i} .  Let O'=(A',  O') 
denote the subposet o f  0 belonging to A ', let T' be the restriction of  T to A '  and 
let x' be defined as follows: 
x'(a) := ~O<x'(a)<_x(a) arbitrary, a~A'  maximal in O, 
(x(a), otherwise. 
Then the following is true: 
(a) ESo, [x'](a)= ESo[x](a) for all a cA  '. 
(b) I f  0 = Or, x and if T(a) + x'(a) > max{ T(fl) ]fl ~ A '} holds for all a ~ A '  that 
are maximal in O, then O'=Ov,,x, (hence this is in particular true, i f  x' is the 
restriction of  x to A') .  
(c) I f  O' = 0~,~,, then O[A '= OV',x ]A '. Furthermore, 0 = Or, x, if  T(fl) + x(p) > 
T(5) for all fl ~ A '  that are not predecessors of  5. 
Proof .  (a) is immediate by the definition of the ES schedule. 
(b) It is easily obtained that T' is a schedule for (O',x'); thus O'c_ Or,,x,. Now let 
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(fl, a) ~ sOr,,x" be arbitrary, i.e. let T' (fl) + x' (fl) <_ T' (a). Obviously, fl cannot then 
be maximal with regard to 69, by supposition. But then, we obtain x(fl) =x'(fl), im- 
plying T(fl) + x(fl) <_ T(tz), i.e. (fl, a) ~ sOr, x = sO and thus (13, a) ~ sO, concluding 
this part, as the case of x' being the restriction of x to A'  immediately yields T(a) + 
x ' (a )>max{T( f l ) l f l~A '}  for all a~A maximal in 69. 
(c) By assumption, T is a schedule for (69,x), guaranteeing O c_ Or, x and in par- 
ticular O' c_ Or, x [ A '. Now let (fl, a) e sOr, x be arbitrary, i.e. assume T(fl) + x(fl) < 
T(a). If fl, a cA ', then T'(fl) + x'(fl) <_ T(fl) + x(fl) <_ T(a) = T'(ct), implying (fl, ct) 
sOv;x,=sO', concluding this part. In order to obtain the complete result, we then 
further need only consider the case of pairs (fl, c~)esOT, x with fl not being a pre- 
decessor of 6. But then T(fl) +x(f l )< T(&) is impossible, by assumption. [] 
Example 3. Consider the poset 04 :=(A ,O)  with A={1,2,3,4} and sO= 
{(1, 3);(2, 4)}; (compare Fig. 1). Obviously, 04 is not schedule-induced. For assume 
04= @T,x for some suitably chosen T and x. Then necessarily the following must 
hold: T(l)+x(1)_< T(3) and T(2)+x(2)_< T(4). Depending on the validity of either 
T(1)+x(1)_< T(2)+x(2) or T(2)+x(2)_< T(1)+x(l) ,  we will at least obtain one of 
the additional relations (1,4)e OT, x or (2, 3)60T, x, leading to posets that all con- 
tain at least one of the structures O1 and (92 in Fig. 1, i.e. that all properly contain 
0 4. In fact, there are 19 posets on A containing 69 4, each of which can - for arbi- 
trary fixed x~ R~ - be induced by a suitably choosen schedule T for (O4,x). 
Furthermore, depending on whether x(1)_< x(2) or x(1)_< x(2), obviously either 
ESo, [x](a) = ESo4[X](a) for all a ~ A and all x ~ ~ or ESo2 [x](a) = ESo 4 [x](a) for 
all a EA and all x~ R>. Therefore mini=l.2 tc(Oi;x)=K(O4;x) is true for all x~ ~ 
and for all regular cost functions K, thus in particular for K = max(project duration). 
Therefore with regard to 0 4, the answers for Problems (2) and (3) in Section 1 are 
negative, too; (i.e. 694 will never have the local optimality properties, asked for in 
these two problems). 
As it is easily obtained that all observations remain similarly true for any poset 
containing a subposet isomorphic to 694, it is a necessary condition with regard to 
all 3 problems considered in Section 1 that 69 does not contain any subposet isomor- 
phic to 694. Using known characterizing results, this directly implies that schedule- 
8 4 8! e~ 
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induced posets are interval orders [4], [5], [6]. Even stronger, both classes of posets 
obviously coincide, as any interval representation f any interval order 6) canonical- 
ly induces a schedule T (viz. the left end points of the respective intervals) and a 
duration vector x (viz. the length of the respective intervals) such that O= OT, x 
holds. Note, that being an interval order also yields an immediate quivalence con- 
cerning comparability of predecessor (or successor)sets (cf. [6], [14]). The transla- 
tion to schedule-induced posets for the predecessor case yields the following answer 
to Problem (1): 
Proposition 4. O = (A, O) is schedule-induced, i f f for any Uc_ A there is a partition 
~z = {P1 . . . . .  Pr} of  U such that aeP j  and aePk  with 1 <_j<k<_r implies Vo(a)C 
Vo(fl), whereas j = k implies Vo(a) = Vo(fl). 
Another, and harder to obtain equivalence to O being an interval order is that 
O does not contain a subposet isomorphic to O 4, cf. [4], [5], [6]. This means that 
the necessary condition to being schedule-induced, mentioned in connection with 
Example 3, is also sufficient. In the following, we will give a schedule-oriented proof 
for this basic characterization (Proposition 5), however in a more general form, in- 
volving so-called isotonic families, which are defined next. These families will later 
play an essential role in answering Problems (2) and (3), which are of major interest 
in the scheduling context and which are not covered by the previous work on interval 
orders. 
Definition. Let O=(A,O)  be a (finite) poset and TE[R IAI denote an arbitrary 
schedule. Call (f~)~A an associated isotonic family iff for minimal elements a in 
0,  f~:=f~(T) denotes some fixed natural number n~N,  while for all other 
~to~wl  with l~:= ]Vo(a)] denotes elements fa(T):=ga((T(fl)Be yoga))), where gu : ..-> .,-> 
a function, isotonic with regard to the componentwise ordering of ~l~, for which 
in particular g~(y) e N for all y e N/~ 
[Note that for the present wo (universal) isotonic families will be of particular 
interest, viz. f~*= 1 for all aEA and 
I1, a minimal in O, 
fa**(T):= max{T(fl) l f l  c Vo(a)} + 1, otherwise.] 
Proposition 5. Let O = (,4, O) be an (n-element)poset not containing a subposet iso- 
morphic to 0 4 and (fa)a~A be an associated isotonic family. There is a duration 
vector Xo~ N n such that with regard to the schedule T:= ESo[xo], the following 
properties are true: 
(i) O--OT, xo (i.e. 0 is schedule-induced) 
(ii) xo(a)>_f~(T) for all a~A.  
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Proof. x o is defined constructively by induction over a sequence {•1}= 
A1C A2 C... CA  m C... C A n = A,  established in reverse sequence, where al turns out 
to be a minimal element of O. 
Start with A n :=A.  Let A m with m> 1 already be defined. Let M m denote the 
(non-void) set of maximal elements in Om, where @m := 6) ]A m for m = 1 . . . . .  n. Let 
nm= {P1 .. . . .  Pr} be the partition of M m, given by Proposition 4 and let OePr  be 
arbitrary. Note that Vo, , ( f i )=Am\M m. Put then recursively Am_l:=Am\{~5}. 
Note that A m_ l is not uniquely defined but depends on the choice of fi ~ Pr" Ob- 
viously, oq will be a minimal element of 6). 
x o :=x  n is now defined inductively by means of vectors x m, m= 1 .. . . .  n, these 
being associated with the already introduced posets @m: 
m= 1: Put x l (a l ) :=fax(T) :=na,  e N. 
m > 1 : Let x m- l already be defined with regard to @m- 1 and let M m_ 1 denote the 
maximal elements of Om_ 1, where of course Mm\{O}C_Mm_ I. Consider the 
following cases (where T' : = ESo, ' ,[x m- 1]): 
(al) Mm= {3} or (a2) Mm_ j=Mm\{o }. Put 
~xm- 1(~), 0~ :#: a, 
xm(o~) := (f6(T'), a=O. 
(b) Mm\{¢5 }~0 and mm_l \Mm4:0 .  Put 
~X m 1 (0~), a~Am\Mm,  
xm(a) := ~ f6(T'), a=d,  
(._max{x m l(a);ESom[xm](d)+ 1-ESo,,[xm](a)}, aeMm\  {,~}. 
Note that the occurring value f,~(T') as well as the values ESo,,[xm](a) for 
ot EM m are all well defined, as they depend only on the already defined and un- 
changed values xm-l(f l )=xm(f l)  with fleVo,,,(d) C_Am\M m or f le Vo,,,(a)c_ 
Am\Mm.  
Note further that the cases (al) and (b) together are equivalent to the validity of 
]Pr[ = 1. Thus the choice of deP,  is unique except for case (a2). With regard to 
this case, however, it is easily obtained that the choice of d does not influence the 
finally obtained duration vector xn=x o. Therefore Xo, which is obviously an ele- 
ment of N n, is uniquely defined. As we will now show by induction, x o also has 
the required properties (i), (ii). In this, the case m = 1 is trivial. 
m>l :  Let T:=ESom[X m] and T':=ESe,,, , [xm-l] ,  where, by the inductive 
hypothesis, the pair (T' ,x m- 1) has the properties (i) and (ii). Note that by Proposi- 
tion 2(a), T' is the restriction of T to A m_ 1, i.e. Proposition 2(c) can be applied. 
In fact, in order to obtain (i) for (T, xm), we have only to verify T(a)+xm(a)> 
T(fi) for any aeMm\{~ }. There is nothing to prove in case (al), the result is 
trivially true in case (a2) and for case (b) this behaviour is guaranteed by the accor- 
dingly arranged definition of xm(a) for all a Emm\  {~}. 
With regard to property (ii), which is again true for x m- 1 because of the induc- 
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tive hypothesis, we obtain xm(ot)>-xm-l(ot)>_fu(T')=fu(T) for all aeA\{6},  
given the fact that T(fl) = T'(fl) for all f l eAm\M m. Thus (ii) is already true for all 
a:g6. But for 6, we have xm(6)=fa(T')=fa(T) by definition, concluding the 
proof. [] 
Proposition 6. Let 6) = (A, O) be an (n-element) poset not containing a subposet iso- 
morphic to 6)4 and (fu)u~A be an associated isotonic family. Then the schedule 
T n : = ES o [x o ], defined in the proof of  Proposition 5, has the following properties 
with regard to any pair ( T, y) with T e N n and y e N n fulfilling properties (i), (ii) in 
Proposition 5, viz. 
(1) Tn(ot)<__T(a) for all seA  (i.e. T n is <-least on N n) 
(2) Tn(a) + Xo(a) < T(a) + y(a) for all a eA  (i.e. Tn(a) + xo(a) gives the <-least 
completion time on N ~ for all aeA) .  
In particular, ?co is a <-minimal duration vector y on N ~, for which, with regard 
to the associated schedule ES o [y], the properties (i), (ii) can be fulfilled. 
Proof. We first concentrate on statements (1) and (2). To this, let Te  [~..]m and 
y e N m fulfilling (i) and (ii) be arbitrary. Proof is by induction over m with most 
notation taken from the proof of Proposition 5. The case m = 1 is again trivial. 
m> 1: Let Tm-l :=ESom_,[xm-l], where Tin-1 is the restriction of Tm to Am-1 
because of Proposition 2(a). Because of the inductive hypothesis, (i) and (ii) are true 
for the pair (T m_ l,x m- 1). Now let T', y '  denote the restrictions of the given T, y to 
Am_l. 
It is immediate, using Proposition 2(b), that (T', y ')  fulfills (i) and (ii) with regard 
to Ore-1. We therefore obtain ESo~[xm](u)=ESom ,[x m l](a)<-T'(a)= T(a) for 
all aeAm_ I. Thus in order to obtain (i) with regard to (Tm,x'n), the validity with 
regard to 6 has only to be settled. But obviously, using (ii) for (Tin_ l,x m- l) 
ESom [xm ] (6 )  = max { ESom [xm ](fl) + x m (fl) 113 e A \ M m } 
= max{ Tm- 1(//) +x m- l ( f l ) [ feA  \M  m } 
_< max{ T'(fl) + y'(fl) I f le A \ M m } 
= max{ T(fl) + y(fl) [fl e A \ M m } < T(6), 
as Om C_ (Om)T. v. 
With regard to property (ii), the result is immediate in cases (al) and (a2) for all 
aeZm\{6 } and in case (b) for all oteAm\M m, as Tm(a)+xm(ot)=Tm_l(Ot)+ 
xm-l(a)<<-T'(et)+y'(ct)= T(a)+y(a) is true by the inductive hypothesis (ii). Fur- 
thermore, with regard to 6, we have already proved ESo,,[xm](6) = Tin(6)<-T(6). 
AS in addition xm(6)=f6(T m) =f6(Tm)<f6(T)<y(6) because of the already prov- 
ed inequalities Tm(fl)<T(fl) for all f ie Vom(6) and the isotony of g6, Tin(6)+ 
xm(6)<T(6)+y(6)  is also obtained. We therefore, finally, need only consider 
o~eMm\{6 } for case (b), in fact only the case of xm(a)>xm-l (u) ,  i.e. xm(et)= 
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ESom[xm](cJ)+ 1 -ESom[xm](a) ,  i.e. Trn(Ol)+ xm(og) = Tm((~)+ 1. But obviously, 
condition (i) for (T ,y )  then implies - taking essentially into account Te  N ~ and 
y e N n _ that T(a) +y(a)  > T(d), i.e. T(a) +y(a)_> T(d) + 1 >_ T m (~) + 1 = T m (a) + 
x re(a), concluding this part of the proof. 
Finally, with regard to the <_-minimality of xo, assume the existence of y ~ N n 
such that y(a)<_ xe(a)  for all a e A, Y(a0)< Xo (a0) for some a0 e A and (ESo [y], y) 
fulfill conditions (i) and (ii). Because of the isotony behaviour of ES o, we obtain 
ES e[y](a) <_ ES o [Xo](a) for all a ~ A and thus in particular ES o [y](a0) +y(a0) < 
ESe [xo](a0)+xo(ao), a contradiction to the completion times ESo [Xo](a)+xo(a) 
being <_-least (property (2)). Therefore xo is <_-minimal, concluding the proof. [] 
Note that the conditions of y ~ N n and Te  N n are both essentially needed to ob- 
tain the characterizing results of Proposition 6. Also with regard to <--minimality 
of x o,  comparison cannot be extended to arbitrary pairs Te  N n and y e N n. For 
this fact, as well as for x o not necessarily being <_-least on N n, compare Example 
9 below. 
Def in i t ion .  Let f~*---1 for all a~A and let 
, [1, a minimal in 0, 
f~ (T):-- ~max{T(f l) l i l t  Vo(a) } + 1, otherwise 
denote the two (universal) isotonic families already mentioned above. The associated 
duration vectors, due to the proof of Proposition 5, will henceforth bedenoted by 
x~ and x~*. 
Note that for these two duration vectors, as well as for the associated ES 
schedules there are, in addition to Proposition 6, further characterizing results; 
compare .g. Corollaries 8 and 11. Because of their importance in the present con- 
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text, they are studied below in somewhat more detail, along with some illustrative 
examples. 
Example 7. Consider the 12-element interval order O = (A, O) given in Fig. 2 by an 
arrow diagram. 
In Fig. 3, the associated vector x~ is determined iteratively as described in the 
proof of Proposition 5 (the steps (al), (a2) or (b) respectively are noted). The posets 
(91 . . . . .  O12 , occurring in the recursive 'back-tracking' are also given by arrow dia- 
grams, along with the associated vectors x 1 . . . . .  x 12 (Fig. 3). Subsequently, a Gantt 
chart for x~ is given, too (Fig. 4). 
As is easily verified, for the present case x~ has the property that all activities are 
critical with regard to (O,x~). The following result shows that this behaviour is 
general. A second improvement on the general behaviour of Proposition 6 is at the 
same time given. 
Corollary 8. Let O = (A, O) be an (n-element) 04-free poset. The associated ura- 
tion vector x~ then has the following (additional) properties: 
(a) x~ is the <-least duration vector y ~ N n such that there is some schedule 
T~ N n fulfilling 6)= 6)r,y. 
(b) With regard to (O,x~), all activities are critical. 
Proof.  In both cases, proof is by induction over m, with most notation taken from 
the proofs of Propositions 5 and 6. In either case, the start m = i is trivial. 
m > 1: (a) Let T~ N m and y ~ N m fulfilling @m = OT, y be arbitrary, and let T' and 
y'  denote the respective restrictions to A,,,_ 1, where because of Proposition 2(b), 
Ore- 1 = Or', y' holds. Applying the inductive hypothesis yields x~,,,, (a) _< y'(~) for 
all u e Am_ 1. Straightforwardly, this implies x~,,,(a) : x~,,, , (a) <_y'(a) =y(a) for 
all otEAm\ {~} in cases (al) and (a2), and for all aEAm\M m in case (b). As, fur- 
ther, x~,,,(~)= 1 <y(~) is immediate, we can restrict ourselves to a E Mm\ {~} in 
case (b). 
For this case, we first verify ( . ) ,  viz: y(u)_>2 for all a~Mm\{~ }. To this end, 
let YEMm_I \M m be arbitrary. As (~),C()f~SOrn=SOT, y and (y,~)esOm, we have 
b 
c 
e 
I 
d g k 
I 
I I I [ I I I 110 ~' 
Fig. 4. Gantt chart for x~. 
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T(a)+ 1 _< T(y)+y(y)_< T(J). Assuming y (a)= 1 would yield (~,t~)ESOT, y=SO , a 
contradiction. 
Thus y(a)_>2 as well as (**), viz. T(ct)+y(a)>_T(J) for all considered a t  
Mm\{ J  }. Now put 
fy(ot), ~tEAm_l\Mm, 
y*(a ) :=(y(c t ) _ l ,  ~Mm\{t~ }.
Then by (*), y*e  N m-l. Applying Proposition 2(b) together with (**), we obtain 
Om_l=@r,y., as T(a)+y(a)>T(fi)>max{T(#)[/feAm_l}, i.e. T(u)+y*(a)> 
max{T(#)it~eAm_l} is true for all otEMm\{t~ }. 
Again relying on the inductive hypothesis, X~m(a)-l=x~m_,(a)<y*(a)= 
y(a) -1  for all aeMm\{J  }, concluding this part of the proof. 
(b) If a is critical for (Om,X~m), this means the existence of some chain 
KEK(Om) containing a such that ~#exx~,,(fl)=Aom(x~9,,) holds. Proceeding by 
induction, we may for all cream_ l assume the existence of some K'eK(@m_0 
containing a such that Zpewx~,,_,(/f)=Aom_~(X~m_,). Let /fro denote the greatest 
element of K'. We then distinguish the following cases: 
(al) Mm={J}: K~K(Om)~K=K'U{J} with K'6K(Om_1) or K '=0.  Thus, 
obviously, Aom(X~9,,)=Zom ~(x~,,_~)+ 1, and hence all a¢A, i.e. in particular g, 
are critical. 
(a2) Mm_l=Mm\ {fi}: Ao,~(x~,,,)=Aom ,(x~,,_,) and therefore all creAm_ l are 
immediately critical with regard to (@m,X~m). NOW concentrating on g, we remind 
the reader that case (a2) is equivalent to IPrl > 1. As 1 obviously holds 
for all g'ePr, g behaves as any such O', i.e. is critical, too. 
(b) Mm\{tJ } :/:0 and Mm_l\Mm~O: Either/foeMm (case (*)), implying K ' := 
K 1 ~ K(O m ) but K' LI { d } ¢ K(~9 m ), or/f0 ~ Aim - 1 \ Mm (case ( ** )), implying K 2 : = 
K'U {~} ~K(~gm). Considering both cases together, we obtain 
Aom(X~m)= ~ X~.,(/f)= ~ X~9,. ,(/f)+X~,,,(/fO ) 
tiCK1 fleKl\{flO} 
=1+ ~2 X~,n_I(I~)=AOm_,(X~m 1)+1 
fle K' 
for case (*) as well as 
AOm(X~m)'~-- E X~m(/f)= E X~m_l(/f)"]-X~m((~)=A~)m ,(x,~,._)+l 
flEK2 ticK' 
for case ( ** ). Obviously, this shows all a cA (in particular also fi) to be critical with 
regard to (Om,X~m), concluding the proof. [] 
The special properties of x~, demonstrated in Corollary 8, are not similarly true 
for x~*. This is demonstrated, among other things, by the following example. 
Example 9. For the poset O of Example 7, we give the constructive process for the 
determination f x~* (Fig. 5), together with a Gantt chart (Fig. 6) for this schedule. 
Afterwards, 3 interesting effects are demonstrated. 
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Fig. 6. Gantt chart for x~*. 
(1) Different from the special behaviour with regard to x~, activities (as for in- 
stance activity j )  need not to be critical with regard to (O,x~*). 
(2) In contrast o the special behaviour with regard to x~, the <-minimality in 
Proposition 6 cannot, in general, be replaced by being <-least. For instance, in the 
above example put 
(x~*, a~d,g, 
y(a):=~x~*(a)+l,  ct=d, 
(x$*(a)- l , =g .  
Obviously, all requirements in Proposition 6 with regard to the isotonic family 
(fc~)aeA, associated with x~* are still fulfilled. 
(3) Similarly to (2), even <_-minimality would be lost if in Proposition 6 arbitrary 
pairs (T,y) with T~N"  and y~N"  were considered instead of the special pairs 
(ESo[y], y). For instance, in the above example take 
a.g, 
T(a) := (ESo[x~,l(a) + 1, a=g, 
as well as 
~'Xg* (~), a4:g, 
y (a) := (Xg*(a)- 1, a=g.  
Obviously, (T,y) fulfills conditions (i), (ii) in Proposition 5 with regard to 
( f~)aeA-  [Note further that (ESo[x~*],x~*) can be obtained back from (T, y) by 
employing the construction of Proposition 1.] 
Using the various results deduced so far, we obtain the following theorem, which 
constitutes a central aim of the present paper and simultaneously settles all 3 pro- 
blems formulated at the end of Section 1. (For the covered previously known equi- 
valence (i) ~ (iii), cf. again [4], [5], [6].) 
Theorem 10. For a finite poset, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) O is schedule-induced. 
(ii) O=Or, x with T,x being compatible with any given isotonic family in the 
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sense of Proposition 5. 
(iii) 0 does not contain a subposet isomorphic to 0 4. 
(iv) There is x e ff~> such that Ao(x)<min{Ao,(x) [ OC O" }. 
(v) There is x e ff~ and some regular cost function K such 
min{x(O';x)[OC O' or there exists (a,B)esO' with (fl, a)esO}. 
that x(O;x)< 
Proof. We prove the Theorem by establishing the following implications, viz. 
(iii) = (ii) = (i), (iv), (v) = (iii). 
(1) (iii) = (ii): see Proposition 5. 
(2) (ii)= (i) is trivial. 
(ii) = (iv): We will show that x~ has the required property. So let O' be any partial 
ordering relation, properly containing O, i.e. such that there is (a, fl)E sO' for which 
{a, fl} is independent with regard to O. Because of Corollary 9, both tz and fl are 
critical with regard to (O,x~), i.e. there exist K a, K~ ~ K(O) such that a e K s, f le  Kp 
and 
E x~(y)= ~ x~(y)=Ao(x~9). 
y~Ka 7eKB 
As O = Ox~, it is necessarily so that 
ES o [x~](a) + x~(a) > ES o [x~l(fl). ( * ) 
Now, with regard to O', (K~O Vo(a))U {a} U {fl} U(K~NNo(~)) =: KeK(O').  
But, obviously, 
Ao,(x~)>- E x~(r) 
7~K 
yeKa Vo(a) 7~KBONo(fl) 
= ES o [x~l (a )  + x~(a) + Ao(x~) - ES o [x~] (/~) > Ao(x~) 
because of ( . ) ,  concluding this part of the proof. 
(ii) = (v): We will show that x~* has the required property, where x0 is taken to 
be of the "simple" tardiness type with regard to the due dates d a : = ES o [x~*](a) + 
x~*(a) for all aeA,  i.e. K0(t I . . . . .  t , )=0 o ti<_da, for all i= 1 . . . . .  n. 
Obviously, we obtain x0(O;x~*)= 0 by definition. 
Now let O' be chosen such that OCO' ,  i.e. there is (a, fl)esO' such that {a, fl} 
is O-independent. Similarly to the situation in the proof of (ii) = (iv), we obviously 
obtain 
ESo, [x~*l(fl) -> ESo, [x~*](~) + x~* (a) _> ESo [x~*](a) + x~9*(a) 
> ESo[x~*](/~), 
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implying ESo,[x~*l(fl)+x~*(fl)>d~, i.e. Xo(O',x~*)>O. Now let O' be chosen 
such that there is (a, fl)esO" with (fl, a)esO. We then obtain ESo,[X~*](fl)_> 
x~*(a) > ES o [x~*](fl), given the definition of x~* with regard to the isotonic fami- 
ly (f**)a~A, i.e. the validity of x~*(a)> 1 +maxa~ vo(,){ESo[x~*I(B)} for all a 
not minimal in O. But then again ESo,[x~*l(fl)+x~*(fl)>d~, i.e. xo(O';x~*)>O, 
concluding the argument. 
(3) (i) = (iii), (iv) = (iii) and (v) = (iii) have already been shown in Example 3, in- 
dicating that being O4-free is a necessary condition with regard to all 3 problems 
discussed. [] 
Theorem 10 has already demonstrated the virtue of the two duration vectors x~ 
and x~* introduced for posets not containing a subposet isomorphic to 0 4, i.e. for 
interval orders. The following corollary gives an even clearer insight and characteri- 
zation (for annother, but less operationable minimality result cf. [5]). 
Corollary 11. (a) For any interval order (9, x~9 is the <-least duration vector on N n 
fulfilling condition (iv) in Theorem 10 (i. e. settling Problem (2) of Section 1). 
(b) For any interval order O, x~* is a <-minimal duration vector on N n fulfilling 
condition (v) in Theorem 10 (i.e. settling Problem (3) of Section 1). In addition, 
Ao(x~9*) is the least project duration associated with any such solution. 
Proof.  (a) Let x e N n be any duration vector fulfilling A e (x)< min {A o, (x)[O C O'}. 
As mentioned above, O c_ Ox is then true in general. Now assume O COx. Obvious- 
ly, we then obtain ESe[x]~ESox[X]t2<)ESo[x], i.e. ESe[x] =ESox[X], where (1) is 
due to isotony of ES in transition from O to Ox, and (2) is true because of ESo[x] 
being a schedule for the induced poset Ox. But then 
Ae(x) = Aox (x) = min{Ae,(x)[OC O'}, 
a contradiction. Thus, O= Ox and therefore x~<_x, because of Corollary 8. 
(b) Let x be any duration vector fulfilling x(O;x) < min{x(O';x) I OC O' or there 
exists (a, d) e sO' with (fl, a) e sO} with regard to some regular cost function n. Ob- 
viously, this implies ( • ), viz. ESe,[x](a)<_ESo[x](a) for all a eA does not hold for 
any such O' considered. [Note that in fact condition (*)  - if fulfilled - already 
guarantees the existence of a regular cost function x, which, together with x, solves 
property (v) in Theorem 10. To this aim, let x0 denote the "simple" tardiness cost 
with regard to the due dates d, := ESo [x](a) + x(a) (compare the proof of (ii) = (v) 
in Theorem 10).] 
Then again consider the induced poser Ox. Assuming O COx yields a contradic- 
tion to (*),  as, similarly to (a), ESe[x] = ESox[x] and x(O;x)>_n(Ox;x) would thus 
be the consequence. Therefore, O = Ox, i.e. condition (i) in Proposition 5 is already 
fulfilled with regard to (ESo[x],x). 
Now let, for any (fl, a)esO, 04. o := (A, O) denote the poset defined by sO = 
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{(a, fl)}. To assure (*)  with regard to such a poset, we obviously have to guarantee 
ESo~., [x](fl) = x(a) > ESe [x](fl), altogether leading to 
x(a)>_ 1 + max{ESo[x](fl) Ifl ~ Vo(a)} 
for all a not minimal in O. In fact, this is condition (ii) in Proposition 5 with regard 
to (ESo[xl,x) and the isotonic family (f~)~eA. Give the definition of x~* and Pro- 
position 6, the <_-minimality of x~* is therefore already obtained. Furthermore, 
Proposition 6 implies ESo[x~*l(a)+x~*(a)<-ESo[xl(a)+x(a) for all such a, 
which immediately ields Ao(x~)*) as the least project duration occurring.[] 
We will close this part with some remarks on the size of  the components of the 
duration vectors x~(a),x~*(a) for posets over n elements. Interest in this question 
arises from Corollary 11, showing that these two duration vectors are 'least' solu- 
tions in N" with regard to Problems (2) and (3) formulated in Section 1. 
In fact, the result given below could be developed analogously in a more general 
framework for (universal) isotonic families fulfilling some further monotony beha- 
viour concerning inclusion of sets of predecessors. However, as the present paper 
deals essentially only with the two families (f*)aeA and (f**)aeA, we will restrict 
ourselves to x~ and x~*, at the same time trying to compare these two cases of in- 
terest. To state the intended result, a further notion is needed, viz. the Fibonacci 
numbers [7] 
Proposition 12. Let C~ ndenote the set o f  all interval orders over some n-element set 
A. 
(a) Let O, O' ~ ¢/, be arbitrary, such that 0 c_ 0'. Then Ao(Yo)  <<_Ao,(yo, ) holds, 
where Ye (Yo') denotes either x~ (x~,) or x~* (x~*). 
(b) (i) max{Ae(x~)lOee4,}=n and
(ii) max{x~(a)lOe g/,, aeA}= - 1, otherwise. 
(c) (i) max{Ao(x~*) lOeU,}=F,+2-1  and 
(ii) max{x *( )lOe aeA}=F . 
Proof. (a) Proof is by induction over the cardinality IA[= n, where the case n = 1 
is trivial. 
Step 1. It must first be established by induction over IAI -- n the observation that 
the project duration Ao(yo)  for either considered Yo is given by the completion 
time ES o [Yo](fi)+Yo(6), with di denoting an element associated to O in the recur- 
sive construction process of Proposition 5. This result is easy to obtain. 
Step 2. Now let Oc_O' be arbitrarily given. We will prove ESo[yo](a)< 
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ESo,[yo,](a) for all aeA,  where only the case of a not minimal with regard to O 
(hence also with regard to O') needs to be considered. Put B := Ve(a), where ob- 
viously yo(fl)=YelB(fl) for all fleB; further B':=Vo,(ct), where obviously 
Ye'(fl) = Yo' i B'(fl) for all fle B'; and finally O1:= (B, O 1) with O1:= O'[B. Then, by 
assumption, B c_ B' as well as O I B c O' [ B = O1 c_ 0' [ B'. An application of the in- 
ductive hypothesis ( . )  together with a (technically difficult) step (**) now yields 
the intended behaviour, viz. 
(*) (**) 
ES+ [ye](tz) = Ael B [Yel(a) - Ao  t [Ye,](a) <_ Ae, rs, [Ye,l(a) 
= ESe, [Ye,](a). 
Step 3. Now, with regard to the given O and O', let 5 and 5' be chosen according 
to Step 1. We then obviously obtain Ve(5 ) c_ Ve,(5 ) c_ Ve,(5' ). Using Step 2, this 
first yields ESe[Ye](5)<_ESe,[ye,](5)<_ESe,[ye,](5'), and second, given the 
definition of the isotonic families (f*)++A and (f**)a+A, also ff(5)<_ff(5"), as 
well as ff*(5)_<ff*(5'). Taking into account he definition of Ye and Ye' for either 
case (*), this finally leads to 
Ae(Ye) = ESo [Ye](5) + Yo (5)(--*)ESe [Ye](5) +f6 *( * )(5) 
<ESe, [Ye,](5') +f6 *,(*)(5') = ESe,[ye,](5' ) +Ye,(5') = Ae,(Ye,), 
concluding this part. 
(b)(i) Ae(x~)=Ae,(x~, ) obviously holds for all pairs of isomorphic O4-free 
posets, thus in particular for all linear orderings over A. As those linear orderings 
are exactly the c-maximal elements in ~;,, the validity of (a) yields 
max{Ae(x~) ] O e •/,} =Aoo(X~o), 
with O0 being an arbitrary linear poset over A. Given the definition of x~0, then 
obviously, x~0(a)= 1 for all aeA,  i.e. in particular Aeo(X~o)=n. 
(b)(ii) Let On be defined as a poset consisting of an element aI which is indepen- 
dent with respect o all a e A \ { al } and where @ I A \ {al } is a linear ordering. We 
will show that max{x~(a)169e #,, aeA} =x~,(Ctl) holds. In fact, this is trivially 
correct for n= 1,2, leading to x~,(al)= 1 both times. For the general case, the 
result is obtained by induction, using the fact that in the recursive construction pro- 
cess employed in the proof of Proposition 5, On-1 is the predecessor f On, imply- 
ing x~,(al)=X~,_~(al)+ 1 for all n>l .  But given the definition of x~, such in- 
crease by 1 is the maximum obtainable in each inductive step, concluding this part 
with the obvious consequence of x~9,(al)=n-1 for all n> 1.' 
[Note that an alternative proof of (b) migth be obtained by a suitable use of Cor- 
ollary 8 and the information contained in the associated proof.] 
(c)(i) Analogously to (b)(i), we need only consider the case of a chain O0 
over A, e.g. let A = { 1 . . . . .  n} and O 0 be the natural ordering on A. Let, further- 
more, xj :=x~*(j) denote the associated urations. Then, Xl =x2 = 1. Now con- 
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sider Xn+ 2 := 1 +ESoo[X](n+ 1) = 1 +x 1 + ... +x  n. Obviously, this equals xn+ 2 = 
l+ESoo[X](n)+xn=xn+x~+ ~. Thus the associated activity durations fulfil the 
recursion formula x,+2=x~+l+Xn of the Fibonacci numbers [7], i.e. x~*(n)=F n. 
The validity of ~=1F j=F~+2-1  is then immediate. 
(c)(ii) Let (gn be defined as in the proof of (b)(ii). We will show that, with the 
notation of the proof for case (c)(i), max{x79*(a)[(gc ~/,, aeA} =x79*(n)=F~. 
Proof is again by induction over n, where the cases n = 1, 2 are trivial. The main 
observation then consists in the result (not difficult to obtain) that with regard to 
the recursive definition of x~*, the value x~*(~) for the newly considered activity 
in transition from n-1  to n is at most Fn ~ (except for (9 being a chain), and 
consequently that the increase X~*(a)--X~A\{6}(a ) for all a eA \ {fi} is at most 
F,_  2. Altogether, this implies x~*(a)_<l+Fl+...+F ~ 2=Fn for all a~A,  all (9 
not being a chain over A. This obviously concludes the proof. [Note that x~*(a) = 
F, in fact occurs exactly a second time, viz. for the activity al in the poset (gn used 
for the proof of case (b)(ii). It should furthermore be mentioned that in both these 
'extreme' cases, the occurring duration vectors are not only minimal, but also least 
on N n, with regard to properties (i),(ii) in Proposition 5 and 6.]D 
Interpreting Proposition 13, we observe a (worst-case) linear increase of the ac- 
tivity durations x~ and project duration Ao(x~) when compared with IA], contrary 
to x~*, for which the respective numbers increase xponentially. Thus, in particular, 
the solution of Problem (3) in Section 1 (Theorem 10(v)) may necessarily imply a 
(relative) exponential increase of these numbers, in comparison with a solution of 
Problem (2) (Theorem 10(iv)). This exponential growth is a particularly clear indica- 
tion to the obstacles towards local optimality of posets in the deterministic case, 
which establishes a complete difference with natural stochastic generalizations (cf. 
the results in [8], [21]), where every _<-minimal poset in any dual ideal (i.e. not only 
interval orders and not only the two special types of dual ideals considered in Pro- 
blems (2) and (3)) will be the only optimal structure in the dual ideal for suitable 
tardiness cost and finite uniform distributions of activity duration vectors. 
3. Some numerical results 
The characterization f interval orders (schedule-induced posets) by the fact that 
such structures do not contain a subposet, isomorphic to (9 4, falls into the class of 
characterizations of the "forbidden-substructure type', which is known for many 
graph-theoretical properties, but for certain properties in order theory (such as be- 
ing series parallel [14]) as well. From this characterization, one here immediately ob- 
tains the heredity of this property from a poset to all its subposets, homomorphic 
images [9], [16] (thus in particular all isomorphic structures) and all chain-equivalent 
posets [20], [15], i.e. all posets having the same comparability graph [5], (thus in par- 
ticular the dual poset). Also, this characterization immediately yields a polynomial 
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Table 1 
F.J. Radermacher 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
non- isomorphic  posets over n elements 1 2 5 16 63 318 2045 16999 
non- isomorphic interval orders over n elements 1 2 5 15 53 217 1014 5335 
non- isomorphic pr ime posets over n elements I 2 - 1 4 28 234 2585 
non- iso.pr ime interval orders over n elements 1 2 - 1 2 11 54 313 
time algorithm for identifying such posets; in fact, the presently best known algo- 
rithm has a worst case performance of O(n2), cf. [6], [19]. 
It should, furthermore, be noted that characterizations of the 'forbidden-sub- 
structure type' yield strong hints as to the relative occurence of such structures. For 
instance, in Graph Theory, where many basic notions prove either to be of the for- 
bidden-substructure type or to be subsumable under this type, such an approach is 
highly successful. In the theory of first-order (logical) properties of almost all 
graphs [1], it was for instance obtained that almost-no graph is planar, chordal, un- 
connected, n-colorable, has a genus n, is a line graph (all see [1]) is perfect or is a 
comparability graph [6]. There are by now available a number of comparable results 
in the theory of posets [11], [13]. All these basic insights yield strong indications to 
an asymptotically vanishing occurence of interval orders. 
There is another hint in this direction. Looking at O 4 itself, which is a series- 
parallel network, i.e. composed of 2-element (thus O4-free) factors, it is not true 
that a (finite) poset is O4-free iff the same is true for all its factors [9], [16]. How- 
ever, it is easily obtained that O is not O4-free if any factor does not have this pro- 
perty. Thus any O4-free (reducible) poset is necessarily composed of O4-free prime 
posets [9], [16], which, too, will occur only relatively rarely. 
Above, we give Table 1 showing the exact numbers of non-isomorphic posets and 
prime posets over n = 1 . . . . .  8 elements, distinguished as oa-free or not. It can be 
verified that the numerical results affirm the suppositions made as to relatively oc- 
curence. In addition, all non-isomorphic prime posets over n = 1 . . . . .  6 elements are 
given in Fig. 7 by arrow diagrams, with (*)  indicating those posets that are 
on-free. As can immediately be verified, this figure first gives the self-dual prime 
posets of fixed cardinality, follows by pairs of dual posets which, as mentioned 
above, show identic behaviour with regard to being O4-free. 
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